Workday Extension Services
Defining Workday Extensions
While Workday offers pioneering functionality and commitment to a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution that
results in significant savings and superior Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), what can clients do for a truly unique
business requirement that cannot fit within the Workday functionality?
Our proven offering meets these types of custom requirements by leveraging built-in Workday capabilities to add
Quick Links and make Web Service requests. These two simple components allow seamless navigation to an
external SaaS application that can offer a cost-effective and comprehensive solution without impacting the core
value proposition of Workday. In essence, you can have your cake and eat it too!

How You Can Benefit
Do you have unique business requirements that are difficult to achieve through Workday configuration? SierraCedar extension services allow you to meet and support those requirements with a SaaS solution and improve
productivity while utilizing Workday’s real-time APIs.
Sierra-Cedar’s solutions can support unique requirements such as these:
• Streamlining journal entries
• Dealing with custom commissions
• Complex grant rules processing
• Simplified costing allocation
• Specific mobile-user interface needs

Our Approach
Sierra-Cedar Workday consultants and Solution Architects, with real-world industry expertise, conduct onsite
design sessions to architect a solution so that all of your requirements are supported. Our industry experts then
work in concert with consultants in our Solution Center that have deep Workday and SaaS product expertise to
form a single cohesive team.
Throughout the project, the Sierra-Cedar team does continual knowledge transfer to client resources to ensure
the client is capable of supporting the application at the completion of the project.

Contact us today to discuss how we can help build a
solution to maximize your Workday investment.
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Sierra-Cedar delivers industry-focused client success by providing consulting, technology, and managed services
for the deployment, management, and optimization of next-generation applications and technology.
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